INCOME MAXIMIZER
The Income Maximizer is designed to help you as a distributor earn extra cash with each
step you take on the road to growing your team and your long-term residual income.
You are allowed to participate in the Income Maximizer each month, as long as you are not an Emerald
Managing Director rank or above and you meet the qualification criteria. Each month that you complete a level
in the Income Maximizer you will get a $50-$1,500 USD bonus in your monthly paycheck.
The Income Maximizer is an alternative to the comp plan, NOT an addition to the comp plan. Each month,
distributors will be paid either the Maximizer amount or the comp plan commission, whichever is GREATER.
You build your business, and we make sure you get paid the most for your work.

HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS

There are 3 levels in this bonus program. See below to learn how to complete each level.
Reminder: this bonus program is based off the enrollment tree ONLY.

To earn the Level 1 Bonus:
Attain 4 personally sponsored
distributors with a minimum of
100 PV monthly AutoShip each
= $50 USD Bonus

To earn the Level 2 Bonus:
2 of those 4 personally sponsored
distributors (from your Level 1)
must have 4 of their own
distributors with a minimum of
100 PV monthly AutoShip each
= $500 USD Bonus

To earn the Level 3 Bonus:
4 of those 8 personally sponsored
distributors (from your Level 2)
must have 4 of their own
distributors with a minimum of
100 PV monthly AutoShip each
= $1,500 USD Bonus

KEY RULES OF THE INCOME MAXIMIZER PROGRAM
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

You personally must have purchased or upgraded to a 250 PV or 500 PV Starter Kit and be on a 100 PV
minimum AutoShip to earn the Level 1 and Level 2 bonuses. To earn the Level 3 bonus you must have
purchased or upgraded to the 500 PV Starter Kit.
This program is always based off of 100 PV AutoShip minimum of personal purchases. Customer volume does not count.
All PV must be personally purchased as an AutoShip only. Gifted PV will not be allowed.
The bonus is per level, not cumulative.
a. Example: If you attain four (4) personally sponsored distributors with 100 PV monthly AutoShip
you earn $50 USD. If you then attain 2 of those 4 that have 4 of their own distributors with a
minimum 100 PV monthly AutoShip, you earn $500 USD, not $550 USD.
Starter Kit purchases do count toward personal volume. However, to use the Starter Kit volume toward this
program the distributor must also be committed to and signed up for a 100 PV AutoShip minimum.
You are allowed to participate in the Income Maximizer each month, as long as you are not an Emerald
Managing Director rank or above, and you meet the qualification criteria.
The Income Maximizer is an alternative to the comp plan, NOT an addition to the comp plan. Each month,
distributors will be paid either the Maximizer amount or the comp plan commission, whichever is GREATER.
Backdating will NOT count toward the Income Maximizer program.
To earn the Maximizer bonus you must earn it in 1 commission period*.

*WHAT IS A COMMISSION PERIOD?

A commission period is a full calendar month. For example, Jan. 1, 2016 to Jan. 31, 2016 is one commission period.

We hope you’ll take advantage of the Income Maximizer and the opportunities
for extra cash as you work to build your residual paycheck!!

